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About IEEE PES BRACU SBC
The Journey of IEEE Power & Energy Society (PES) has been started upon getting
approval on the 7th of October 2018. A joint initiative was taken by Shahidul Islam
Khan, PhD, Professor and Chairperson, Department of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering, and then Student Branch Counselor A.K.M Abdul Malek Azad, PhD,
Professor, Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering to open Brac
University Power & Energy Society (PES) Student Branch Chapter. The petition was
submitted to the IEEE USA on the 11th of June 2018. The chapter started its journey
with 14 energetic members.
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Words from the Counselor
IEEE PES BracU SBC started its journey under the IEEE BRAC University Student
“Branch
when the petition got accepted on the 7th of October, 2018. The goal
behind this initiative was to make student members competent enough in the
Power and Energy sector. From the start, it focuses on arranging Power Plant Tour,
Technical Seminars, Workshops and acquiring the opportunity to learn how the
electrical distribution of a nation works. In this short journey, PES BracU SBC has
achieved some remarkable successes. In 2019, the International Conference on
Energy and Power Engineering (ICEPE) 2019 at BRAC CDM was successfully
organized by IEEE PES BracU SBC. And this year IEEE PES BracU SBC has entered
the elite list of High Performing Student Branch Chapters and received a total of
200(US$) grant which is quite remarkable. I would like to encourage PES student
members to do more collaborations in the upcoming days for a brighter future in
the power and energy sector of Bangladesh. As the Branch Counselor of IEEE
BRACU SB, I believe IEEE PES BracU SBC will hold this standard and go beyond to
reach the furthest milestone. ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
– Prof. AKM Abdul Malek Azad, Counselor, IEEE BRACU SB

”

Words from the Chair

“ It gives me immense pleasure and a sense of pride in stating that it was the

most exciting journey of my life to serve as the Chair of IEEE PES BracU SBC. I want
to express my gratitude and heartfelt thanks to Prof. AKM Abdul Malek Azad,
Counselor of IEEE BRACU SB, for trusting me and offering this great opportunity.
The responsibility that has come up with my position has helped me to learn the
way of professionalism and develop my leadership skills. I am also thankful to my
entire team for the support and professionalism they have shown to keep up the
standard and good work of our PES Chapter when the whole world was fighting
against COVID-19. This year our greatest success was to enter the elite list of High
Performing Student Branch Chapters and I believe IEEE PES BracU SBC will
continue this spirit and will achieve more success in the upcoming days. ………………
– Asaduzzaman Abir, Chair, IEEE PES BRACU SBC

”
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IEEE PES BracU SBC has entered the elite list of High Performing
Student Branch Chapters and received a total of 200(US$) grants
IEEE PES BracU Student Branch Chapter has secured 38th position in Region 10 (Asia Pacific) in the 2020 IEEE PES
High Performing Student Branch Chapter Program based on the activities of 2019. And has been awarded a total
of 200(US$) grant. High Performing Student Branch Chapter program was organized by IEEE PES Chapters Student
Activities Committee. This program helps to identify the best performing IEEE PES Student Branch Chapter around
the world. This year, a total of 108 IEEE PES SB chapter has been selected from 27 countries for the HPSBCP award
among 455 PES SB Chapters around the world. Moreover, in the Region 10 there are more than 180 PES SB
Chapters and among them only 61 Chapters were selected for the award. It is quite remarkable that IEEE PES
BracU Student Branch Chapter has achieved this success based on it’s very first year activities of 2019. The Journey
of IEEE Power & Energy Society (PES) has been started upon getting approval on the 7th of October 2018. A joint
initiative was taken by Shahidul Islam Khan, PhD, Professor and Chairperson, Department of Electrical and
Electronic Engineering, and IEEE BracU Student Branch Counselor A.K.M Abdul Malek Azad, PhD, Professor,

Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering to open Brac University Power & Energy Society (PES) Student
Branch Chapter. This is a great achievement for IEEE BracU Student Branch Chapter and credit goes to PES
Chapter EB members for their hard work and outstanding leadership. IEEE PES BracU Student Branch Chapter
believes to hold this standard and go beyond to reach the furthest milestone.Meet the 108 IEEE PES SB chapters
and universities part of the 2020 PES HPSBCP results in the following link: https://cmte.ieee.org/pes-csac/2020pes-hpsbcp/

Figure: Regional position of IEEE PES BracU SBC
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Event 1 : Seminar on “Journey of

management systems, mixture control terminology,

Transformers from Design to Production”

AFR control systems and other Stuffs. “Let’s dream
big, make innovative ideas, execute them and make

IEEE BRACU SB with a collaboration with IEEE PES

Bangladesh enriched in automation sector,” quoted

BRACU SBC along with IEEE Power & Energy Society

Md. Jilani before finishing his speech.

- Bangladesh Chapter has successfully organized a
seminar on "Journey of Transformers from Design to

After the session of Md. Jilani, Engr. Rabiul was

Production" on Sunday, January 26th, 2020. Engr.

introduced on the stage. He started his speech with

Rabiul Alam, CEO, Energypac Engineering Ltd., and

a quote, “Don’t be a job seeker, be a job giver.” He

Md. Jahangir Al Jilani, Managing director, Reverie

tried to inspire the audiences by sharing his activities

Power, and Automation Engineering Ltd, were the

on the commercial sides and achievements and

guest speaker for the seminar who conducted the

gave a short briefing about the start of Energypac,

whole session. Prof. Mohammad Tamim, Pro-Vice-

its evolution and the journey to become on of the

Chancellor

Arshad

largest industry in the subcontinent. He also talked

Chowdhury, Dean of Engineering and Computer

about the global involvement regarding repairing

Science of Brac University, Prof. Shahidul Islam Khan,

and selling transformer and stuffs. Energypac is also

Chairperson

and

the first Bangladeshi company on power-plant

Electronic Engineering of Brac University along with

engineering and electrical service providing stuffs.

other Faculty Members were present at the Seminar.

Throughout the session, he shared his experiences,

of

of

Brac

University,

Department

of

Prof.

Electrical

difficulties and journey towards the success with this
The main event began by a short description of the

company and how they were able to accomplish so

guest speaker, Md. Jahangir Al Jilani, before he was

many things and got global recognition. He

called on the stage to start the seminar. He showed

expressed his optimism about the power sector in

his gratitude by thanking everyone, especially IEEE

Bangladesh and inspired the audiences to work in

BRACU SB and IEEE PES BRACU SBC for organizing

this huge potential site. He concluded his speech

and inviting him in such an event. He started by

again thanking everyone and wishing all the best for

talking about the establishment of REVERIE, an idea

the upcoming generations.

to reduce using overprized foreign equipment and
start building and using native equipment in low

The three and a half-hour long seminar ended with

prize. Consisting of about 200 Engineers and

the crest being handed over to the guest speakers

approximately 400 workers, REVERIE is a big team to

by

support to any kind of Electrical solution. He gave a

Chowdhury and Prof. Shahidul Islam Khan, photo-

brief lecture to the audience about the basic ideas

session with the guest speakers, the invited guests

of making the transformer, starting from single line

and the audience altogether and a short snack

diagram, various types, switchgear mechanisms,

session for refreshment.

protection equipment, raw materials etc.
The next part of his speech, he briefly talked about
marine applications provided by REVERIE. He gave a
brief description about how they manage engine
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Prof.

Mohammad

Tamim,

Prof.

Arshad

Event 2 : IEEE MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN 2020

campaign of 2020. This has been the highest

[Phase I]

number members recruited till now in the IEEE Brac
University Student Branch within the first half of the

From 2nd to 4th of February of the year 2020, IEEE

year and the branch hopes to entertain to the all the

BRACU SB organized IEEE MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN

needs of its members and make it one of the most

2020 to promote new memberships and the

vibrant and successful ones in the country.

renewal of the previous ones. To make the event
successful, the executive body along with some very

Event 3 : IEEE PES DAY 2020 Activity:

cheerful trained volunteers put in their hearts and

Webinar on “3 Phase Transformer:

souls and were overwhelmed with the sign ups in

Design Perspective”

these 3 days at Building 6, Ground Floor in university
premises.

As a part of PES DAY ACTIVITY 2020, IEEE PES BRACU
SB along with IEEE BRACU SB successfully organized

Due to this unbelievable responses from the

a

students, campaign date was needed to be

Perspective” on Tuesday, May 12th, 2020. The session

extended for 1 day more, after that the campaign

was conducted through “Google Meet” by Mr.

has to be continued in the IEEE Brac University

Mohaimenul Islam, Research Assistant, Research and

Student Branch Office. This time, a very time-

Development Laboratory, Brac University. He is also

appropriate online method of signing up was used

serving as Secretary of IEEE PES Bangladesh Chapter

for increasing the efficiency where students were

for the year 2020.

supposed

to

provide

very

few

webinar

on

“3

Phase

Transformer:

Design

compulsory

information in an online form and the rest part was

The online seminar was productive, educational and

taken care by the IEEE Brac University Student

inspiring during this pandemic situation that we are

Branch itself. Thus, very easy and hassle-free

currently going through. Due to recent pandemic

membership process was held and there was also

webinar is recognized the most effective way to run

online payment system by following which students

educative program. IEEE PES Brac University SBC

could become members relaxing at their home

hereby had chosen the right platform to organize

during the campaign.

the event.

Moreover,

printed

out

The session consisted of the explanation of a 3-

throughout the campus to encourage students to

phase transformer, how it works, and about all the

be open to IEEE memberships. As a form of

things that happens in a transformer while it

gratitude the EB members and assigned volunteers

generates electricity. The session started at 9 pm

handed out chocolates and for a warm welcome to

with

the IEEE family. The EB members and well pre-

Rahman, Student Branch Chair, IEEE BRACU SB, and

trained

to

the PES Panel of BRACU Student Branch. Mr. Islam

of

opened the talk by sharing some key information

volunteers

everyone’s

queries

leaflets

were

individually
regarding

handed

attended
the

details

membership.

an

introductory

speech

from

Tahmidur

with the audience about the basics of a transformer,
the learning objectives, future job opportunities,

After the campaign, a total of 138 were successfully

and possible research area. He gave overview of it’s
8

history, the inventors, and its primary shapes. He

team participations were required to have at least

explored the inside and outside areas of a

one IEEE member with a maximum of 3 members.

transformer and their working mechanisms with

The submission process started from mid-May, 2020

specific diagrams, design perspectives and usage of

with a deadline of June 20, 2020.

these according to the importance. Mr. Islam

highlighted the cooling system of a transformer and

We are thankful to “IEEE Power & Energy Society

its

design,

Bangladesh Chapter” for giving us this opportunity.

objectives,

We are also thankful to the “IEEE PES AUST Student

classifications.

mathematical

He

discussed

calculations,

the

design

methods of design, etc. In the later part of the

Branch Chapter” for their support.

session, Mr. Islam answered question from the
enthusiastic audience. The engagement from the

After a rigorous analysis of the submissions, the

audiences was huge, filled with curiosity. At the end,

result appeared as below:

Tahmidur Rahman, Chair, IEEE BRACU SB and

• Winner: Sanzana Tabassum (Islamic University of

Asaduzzaman Abir, Chair, IEEE PES BRACU SBC

Technology)

thanked the speaker and expressed gratitude

• Runner Up:

towards the participants.

University)

Team ‘Screaming Eagle’ (BRAC

• Honorable Mention: Team ‘Bracu Elites’ (BRAC
University)

Event 4 : EnLight: An Online Idea Contest

• Honorable Mention: Team ‘Eradicators’ (Islamic
As we know an outbreak of Locust swarms has

University of Technology)

occurred in more than 23 countries across East

Winner & Runner Up of each segment have received

Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia including our

Certificates of Achievement with a prize money of

neighboring

3000 BDT & 2000 BDT respectively. Top 5 teams

countries

India

and

Pakistan

have got Participation Certificates.

threatening food security. So, immediate measures

must be taken to ensure that the hunger threat does

Event 5 : DORCHESTRA: An Online Video

not become a fully-fledged plague.

Contest on Informational Documentary &
Keeping this scenario in consideration, during the

Promotional Advertisement

COVID-19 pandemic crisis, IEEE Power & Energy
Society- Bangladesh Chapter, in association with

IEEE PES BracU Student Branch has successfully

IEEE PES AUST Student Branch Chapter and IEEE PES

organized “DORCHESTRA: an online video contest

BRACU Student Branch Chapter organized a virtual

on informational documentary & promotional ad”.

competitive event titled as “EnLight: An Online Idea

Objective was to filter out the great and innovative

Contest” themed upon ‘Technical Approach to

minds out there and provide a platform to showcase

Prevent Locust Swarm’. Where the Best Idea would

their merits.

be mentored to implement in a small Project Scale.
DORCHESTRA was a journey towards the overview of
Participants were able to join with both options

the Power & Energy Sector across the World.

“SOLO or TEAM”. Solo participants were able to

Moreover, it emphasized on the innovation

participate with/without IEEE membership. Whereas
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and

professionalism of individuals and hence prepare

He is also serving as Director of Directorate of

them for the upcoming competitive world. The

Planning and Development (DPD). The online

event was held from 18th July to 10th August. And

seminar was productive, educational and inspiring

there was a lot of positive response from the

during this pandemic situation that we are currently

participants. The submissions from the participants

going through. Due to recent pandemic webinar is

were closed on 10th August at 11.59 PM. After that,

recognized the most effective way to run educative

submissions from the participant were checked to

program. IEEE PES Brac University SBC hereby had

find out whether they have submitted the all

chosen the right platform to organize the event.

necessary files properly. It was an honor to have
Mohaimenul Islam, Secretary of IEEE PES Bangladesh

The session consisted of the explanation of Smart

Chapter 2020 as our honorable Judge. After

Grid System, how it works, motive for implementing

checking

smart

all

those

submissions

thoroughly,

grid,

technologies

required,

differences

Mohaimenul Islam had provided marking for the

between normal & smart grid, challenges. The

Teams and based upon those marks Winner and

session started at 11 am with an introductory speech

Runner Up team was chosen. The result was

from Asaduzzaman Abir, Chair, IEEE PES BRACU

announced on 24th August from the Official Page.

Student Branch Chapter. Professor S. Shahnawaz

The Team Sic Mundas was selected as the Winner of

Ahmed opened the talk by sharing information

the Competition. The team members name of the

about the concept of Smart Grid with the audience.

winning team is: Jawaril Munshad Abedin, Afra

In

Antara Anjum, Farhan Hasin Dipro. And the Team

communications

Flying Tigers was selected as Runner-Up. The team

distribution system control center is established.

members name of the Runner-Up team is: Md.

Smart meter from the customer end also keep

Rafsan

connected through the central system.

Jami,

S.

M.

Sayem

Mahmud,

Kayab

this

segment

he

discussed how

between

Grid

and

two-way
overall

Khandakar. Formalities of the event was later

concluded by distributing Winner & Runner-Up

Later, he discussed about the energy storage

Certificates among those achievers Team. So even

systems to minimize any sudden higher load

though the theme of this event was a completely

demand. At the later part of the session, a brief idea

new one, it was a successful one and participants

was given about the sensor and network system of

really did a great job to showcase their talent.

the smart grid and challenges regarding the
implementation

and

modernizing

the

current

infrastructure was discussed.

Event 6 : Webinar on “Smart Grid System”
by Dr. S. Shahnawaz

At the end, Soptorsi Paul Shrestha, Vice Chair, IEEE
IEEE PES Brac University Student Branch has

PES BRACU Student Branch Chapter had requested

successfully organized a webinar on “Smart Grid

the participant to send their questions regarding the

System” on Tuesday, September 15th, 2020. The

Webinar topic if they have any and thanked

session was conducted through “Zoom” by S.

honorable speaker “Professor S. Shahnawaz Ahmed”

Shahnawaz

of

on behalf of IEEE BRACU SB and Branch counselor

Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Bangladesh

for his informative presentation and give his time

University

amid busy schedule.

Ahmed,
of

Professor,

Engineering

Department

and

Technology.
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Event 7 : Webinar on “Demystifying Research

was also discussed with utmost priority as it helps to

Paper: Analysis and Proper Reuse” by Dr. Abu

increase critical thinking level, organizing and

S.M. Mohsin

leadership and technical skills. Later in the session,
the honorable speaker discussed the different
journal metrics that are used to measure, compare,

IEEE PES BracU SBC organized a webinar on

and often rank research and scholarly publications.

“Demystifying Research Papers: Analysis and Proper
Reuse” on Thursday, November 12th, 2020. The

At the end, Asaduzzaman Abir, Chair, IEEE PES BracU

session was conducted through “Google Meet” by

SBC had requested the participant to send their

Abu S.M. Mohsin, Assistant Professor, Department of
Electrical

and

Electronic

Engineering,

questions regarding the Webinar topic if they have

Brac

any and thanked honorable speaker “Abu S.M.

University. This webinar focused on the importance

Mohsin” on behalf of IEEE BRACU SB and Branch

of learning the basics of analyzing research or

counselor for his informative presentation and

conference papers in university life for doing

managing time amid busy schedule.

undergraduate research and how to publish them in
different journals and conferences. Considering the
importance of the research, there were a significant
number of participants from different semesters and
departments of Brac University to learn from the
honorable speaker.
At the very start of the session an honorable speaker
answered one of the most asked questions about
how to choose a topic for research and what a
research paper actually is. Speaker also emphasizes

brainstorming techniques to choose a suitable topic
and purpose of the research. Later, a full structure of
the conference paper was shown to give a broader
perspective among participants. The importance of
citing to avoid plagiarism and giving proper credit to
the author was also highlighted throughout this
session. So, the session was helpful to give broad
knowledge among students about how to study a
research paper; which aspects to go through and

which to

skip

while

provided step

by

step

instructions on how to write a research paper
properly. Moreover, students were able to gather
knowledge on mentioning proper citations and
references to avoid unintentional plagiarism in their
research and how to generate new ideas from
existing research works. The importance of research
11

[Due to COVID-19 pandemic, most of the events of IEEE PES BRACU
SBC could not take place on campus from March 2020 and went
totally online. Therefore, very few images of the events are available
that took place on campus in the early 2020 when countrywide
lockdown was not started.]
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Photo Gallery

Figure: Photos from the Seminar on “Journey
of Transformers from Design to Production”
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Photo Gallery

Figure: IEEE MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN at Brac
University Campus
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Photo Gallery

Figure: Photos from the IEEE PES DAY 2020
Activity: Webinar on “3 Phase Transformer:
Design Perspective”

Figure: Event Poster of EnLight: An Online
Idea Contest
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Photo Gallery

Figure: Event Poster of DORCHESTRA: An Online Video Contest
on Informational Documentary & Promotional Advertisement

Figure: Winner and Runner Up team of DORCHESTRA: An Online Video Contest
on Informational Documentary & Promotional Advertisement
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Photo Gallery

Figure: Photos from the Webinar on “Smart
Grid System” by Dr. S. Shahnawaz

Figure: Photos from the Webinar on “Demystifying Research
Paper: Analysis and Proper Reuse” by Dr. Abu S.M. Mohsin
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